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Cosmic Carol is a Dream Glider who is sent to Earth by her Dad, Father Star, to test if she is ready to use her magical powers. When she
doesn't listen to him, he punishes her, and she temporarily loses her ability to see color. During her Earth adventure, she meets Bailey
and Brittany, and learns about friendships and family values. She succeeds because of her disability, and ends up saving the day.
When a vampire serial killer sends Anita Blake a grisly souvenir from Las Vegas, she has to warn Sin City's authorities what they're
dealing with. Only it's worse than she thinks, in the latest work in the bestselling Vampire Hunter series.
Jimmy McFly and his friends are headed on their summer vacation. At the airport they decide to play an epic game of hide and go seek. While
hiding in his favorite spot Jimmy gets hit in the head making him forget everythingeven his name! Join us on this exciting adventure to see
where Jimmy will end up!
Here are two friends - Izzy and Lizzy - who go on many adventures in hopes of understanding the world. Along the way, they meet new friends
who are quite different than they are, explore different cities, and most importantly teach us about loving one another! Join them in their
very first adventure where Izzy teaches Lizzy a lesson while being blindfolded. His hope is to teach others especially Lizzy that we must
appreciate what we have.
Ever had the thought that your favorite pet is trying to talk to you? Are you like everyone else and talk back when no one's around? Can
you imagine what message it's trying to send? Maybe even something intriguing that humans can't tune into. In Rover the Cat, Max Oberon,
beloved Australian author and member of From Gents' Pens, weaves a witty, thought provoking, roller coaster of a ride filled with action,
adventure, suspense, second chances, humor and, yes, even love. If you are a cat/dog lover or not, don't miss this wonderful, mesmerizing
tale of a cat who knows it's supposed to be a dog and the humans who bedevil, rescue, and love it along the way!
Fox and rabbit spend a day together going through different adventures. The book encourages children to explore basic action words. Easily
written with simple sentences, it introduces young children to commonly used vocabulary. Bold and colorful illustrations will delight
infants and preschoolers alike. Adventures with my friend is an enjoyable and educational resource for early language learners.
A raucous and revealing oral history of the birth of the adult film industry, The Other Hollywood peels back the candy coating to let the
true story be told -- by the stars, movie makers, and other industry players who lived it. And what a story it is: Through hundreds of
original interviews, contemporary newspaper accounts, police reports, court testimony, and more, Legs McNeil and coauthors Jennifer Osborne
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and Peter Pavia trace today's billion-dollar industry from its makeshift, mob-connected origins to the Internet age. Along the way we
encounter porn stars such as Linda Lovelace, John Holmes, Traci Lords, and Savannah -- along with countless mainstream stars, politicians,
FBI agents, and more. Epic, hilarious, and moving, The Other Hollywood contributes to the porn industry the one thing missing in all
previous accounts: a vivid, tragicomic, irresistible humanity.
Now available as an ebook for the first time! No one knows the writer's Hollywood more intimately than William Goldman. Two-time Academy
Award-winning screenwriter and the bestselling author of Marathon Man, Tinsel, Boys and Girls Together, and other novels, Goldman now takes
you into Hollywood's inner sanctumson and behind the scenes for Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid, All the President's Men, and other
filmsinto the plush offices of Hollywood producersinto the working lives of acting greats such as Redford, Olivier, Newman, and Hoffmanand
into his own professional experiences and creative thought processes in the crafting of screenplays. You get a firsthand look at why and
how films get made and what elements make a good screenplay. Says columnist Liz Smith, "You'll be fascinated.
The Adventures of Mr. Fire Pony is a full-color picture book for the young and young-at-heart. This book series is written from the
perspective of a pony as he tells of the new adventures that he finds himself embarking on at the age of 7. The picture book series
contains illustrations and real-life pictures of Mr. Fire Pony and his adventures!

This is a 157 page adventure that involves swordplay, castle storming, Indian raids, betrayal, kidnapping, snobbish royalty, humble
farmers, and a lot more that you won't want to pass up. So if you're on the hunt for adventure, there's no better place to start.
This is the story of how an unwanted little Staffie puppy found his 'forever home'. Dodger's tale is based on a true story, and explains
how he became Dodger Dog! Dodger Dog is loved and cared for, and this happy and friendly little dog sets out on a journey to promote
responsible dog ownership following his early experience as a rescue pup. After Dodger is rescued, he decides to be the best little dog
that he can be and, as a result, makes lots of new friends and begins to have the most amazing adventures! Dodger loves to help others and
is always trying to discover new ways to protect his environment and promote love and kindness. This is the first in a series of stories
aimed at entertaining and educating children. All of Dodger's stories will teach your child valuable lessons about life and promote
responsible dog ownership and respect for the environment. With every Dodger Dog book that is purchased, you are supporting Dog Charities
in the UK and across the world. Dodger's dream is to ensure that one day, every dog will be able to have a loving 'forever home'.
Een jonge vrouw, opgevoed door haar vader in een klein stadje in Alaska, wordt na zijn dood in haar dromen door hem achtervolgd.
What if those who you thought were your real enemies turned out to be your friends, but still want you dead?
If I ignore where I came from, I may forget what I've done. If I forget what I've done, I may do it again. And if I do it again, I'm right
back where I started. I love talking about recovery. It's my favorite topic in the whole world. Being sober is the most important thing in
my life. All the other cool stuff I know and enjoy depends on this commitment. I have wonderful friends, a solid marriage and a happy,
healthy family. I believe in my heart that I deserve these privileges. My relationship with God is strong and beautiful. I've got dreams
and goals. These are all huge developments. I'm okay with letting folks know the details of my experience. I like sharing my feelings. I am
hopeful and proud of the person I'm becoming.
"Anna's Archaeology Adventures" reveals a new story with each unique chapter. Anna's confidence grows stronger, while she works alongside
her archaeologist dad, digging up rare artifacts and ancient treasures. After crossing the globe they find a buried village, unearthing
some of mankind's secrets. In another country they explore a deep, dark cave. There is no stopping this mystery-solving duo as they conquer
each fascinating quest. When she can't join her dad, Anna dreams she is in another land, helping him uncover a priceless object. Join Anna
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and her dad on this imaginative journey as they discover what a skeleton key opens, how Romany people live, and where a pharaoh hides his
riches.
"A farmer and entrepreneur, Chase is a man of many abilities. Now he is being asked to use those abilities, and his own particular skills
with a sword and bow, to assist an alien planet. This means trading a valuable resource that the planet harbours to convince the Intergalactic Federation to repair its failing sun" -- Back cover.
Trained as a musician and inspired by the likes of John Lennon, Bob Dylan, and Smokey Robinson, it's no wonder that David Friedman's poems
shimmer with pulsating life and musicality all of their own. In The Adventures of Huckleberry Infinity, Friedman introduces us to the world
as seen through the eyes of Huckleberry and leads intrepid explorers on an infinite journey though the simplicity of his mind. Distilling
the magic of a single thought into humorous and poignant poems and poetic stories, Friedman challenges us to see the world and ourselves
anew-to find fresh truths and new modes of understanding in ancient texts, old pop song lyrics, and everyday objects. Exploring themes of
faith, happiness, self-discovery, and much, much more, these poems will open your heart to deeper realities and challenge your mind to
engage authentically with itself. So put down the remote, open this collection of fantastical poems, and be prepared for a wonderful and
hilarious magical mystery ride through the world of Huckleberry Infinity.
GOD FOR A DAY is a comic extravaganza which touches on the deeper mysteries of love and spirituality. The characters are God, Adam and Eve,
a cosmic adventuress named Scherezade, a wizard named Abracadabra, the Archangel or All Archangelsyou get the picture. God decides to take
a day off, and Eve comes out of retirement to win the universe-wide God for a Day contest. She introduces the Heavenly Games of Love (a
sort of cosmic Olympics), Earth fields a team, and the rest is, well, if not history, an awfully good read.
A Hollywood humor writer takes on topics ranging from the Muppets to Star Wars in a collection of essays, stories, and comedy gags.
Volume II of the Author Price Guides (APG) includes 51 authors. Each APG contains a facsimile of the author's signature; a brief
biographical sketch; a complete up-to-date list of the author's first editions (American & British), with entries for limited & trade
editions; number of copies (if available); how to identify the first edition; & estimated values with & without dustwrappers. Authors in
Volume II are: Barth, Berger, Cheever, Churchill, Clavell, Crews, Didion, Dos Passos, Eastlake, Fitzgerald, Fleming, Francis, Frost, Goyen,
Grey, Grimes, Grumbach, Harrison, Heinlein, Heller, Hurston, Irving, Kennedy, LeCarre, Limited Editions Club, London, Ludlum, Mailer,
Malamud, Markson, Marshall, Maxwell, McElroy, McGuanc, McMurtry, Nabokov, O'Connor, Percy, Price, Roth, Evelyn Scott, Thorne Smith,
Spackman, Styron, Peter Taylor, Dylan Thomas, Twain, Updike, Vonnegut, Welty & William C. Williams. Essential for librarians, dealers &
collectors. Over 200,000 sold. Volume I with Capote, Eliot, Faulkner, Graves, Hammett, Hemingway, King & 55 other authors, also available
by the same publisher. ISBN 1-883060-04-4. Please contact: Quill & Brush, P.O. Box 5365, Rockville, MD 20848. (301) 460-3700, FAX: (301)
871-5425, E-mail: apg@qb.com.
The Adventure includes three different Choose Your Own Adventure style stories, giving the reader 26 possible endings to find. Moonrise
Mountain: Legend tells of the wild horses that live atop Moonrise Mountain. Now you're out to discover if legend is true, but first, you
have to reach the top of the mountain, and each choice you make will bring unforeseen dangers.Temple of Night and Wind: Many have entered
the Howling Maw in search of its treasures. None have returned. But now your village is starving and the Maw's treasures are your last
resort. So down into the Maw you ventureThe Tournament: To free your uncle from life in the King's mines, you enter the Tournament.
However, this is no typical contest, and its lack of rules makes success all the more difficult, and defeat all the more deadly.Pick
wisely, Dear Reader, for success or failure depends on your choices.
When Zane and Megan crack the Secnet, they stumble across Project Net Rider. The awesome Cyber Warfare program immerses the user in virtual
reality, and has a netbike to infiltrate any computer in the new global network. But the software is dangerous and in the wrong hands,
capable of unlimited destruction. So when the Underground's most notorious hacker steals a copy, the entire world is threatened. And the
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two friends have to risk everything to stop him.
Jae and Gia is a story of an unlikely pair who become friends. In their adventures, they are able to learn a lot about themselves, each
other, and others around them.
Big worlds come in coin-sized packages. In a world ruled by money, a lone 1938 Jefferson nickel stands a penny short. Minus a cent, but
having discovered within him a million bucks of fantastic, Ned Nickel sallies forth to save Coinworld from a worthless future. Shunned by
his fellow coins, but sought after by dogged collectors, 4cents Ned learns that he has a most daunting destiny. With the help of a
sagacious Indian nickel and a shabby and luckless Lincoln wheat penny, Ned becomes "The Four," champion of small change everywhere. Ned
must navigate the ever-changing currents of commerce as he battles for justice and searches for the love of his life, a 1922 Peace Dollar
named Franny. Beginning in 1949, Ned and his team of Raider Special Forces roll frolicking forward through the years in their attempt to
save Coinworld-and perhaps the entire universe-from a valueless future. 4cents Ned is e pluribus awesome. The Amazing Adventures of 4cents
Ned is Book One in the Coinworld
Tired of the lack of diversity in children's coloring books? Meet Cody & Jay, two adventurous boys who just love to have fun! Follow them
throughout over 40 fun-filled coloring and activity pages that inspire creativity, promote self-confidence, and celebrate diversity.
Activity pages include fill-in-the-blank exercises (for example, "You can do amazing things if you try"), thought-provoking questions ("If
you could fly anywhere in the world, where would you go?"), and fun pictures to complete ("Add a design to Jay's race car!"). A wonderful
gift for kids of all races, this book is engaging and is loads of fun! Like this? Check out the version for girls: "The Colorful Adventures
of Zoe & Star!"

Reproduction of the original: Adventures in Australia by W.H.G Kingston
Sixteen-year-old Max and 10-year-old Tessa were fully prepared for another horrible summer vacation. While they always hoped to go
somewhere fun like Disney World or Universal Studios, they usually went somewhere weird and cheap that their father, former boy bander Don
Masters, found in an ad in a truck stop coupon magazine. But this year was different. Where they went couldn't be found on any map or in
any truck stop coupon book. They passed through a portal to a place called Turtle Island, an alternate version of America that diverged
from our history before the pilgrims landed at Plymouth Rock. It was there where they met world famous action movie star Jordie Paine -star of such films as I Plan to Kill You Now and the sequel, I Plan to Kill You Now, Too, the ninja film, Chuck Butcher: Sword Wielding
Jackal, as well as the light-hearted romp, Harry Hinklehoffer and the Giant Dancing Toad of East Nebraska -- who would be their guide in
this strange new world. Jordie, they later learned, brought the Masters family to Turtle Island for a very specific reason. Because they
look just like the ruthless first family of Turtle Island, the Masters are pawns in a coup to overthrow the dictator. But things don't go
as planned and the Masters wind up in the Survival Games, Turtle Island's national pastime/system of justice where criminals competitors,
or crimpetitors, compete for their freedom. In this scifi comedy, the stakes are very simple -- if they win, they rule, if they lose, they
must suffer the consequences.

When the actor Ted Danson appeared in blackface at a 1993 Friars Club roast, he ignited a firestorm of protest that landed him on the front
pages of the newspapers, rebuked by everyone from talk show host Montel Williams to New York City's then mayor, David Dinkins. Danson's use
of blackface was shocking, but was the furious pitch of the response a triumphant indication of how far society has progressed since the
days when blackface performers were the toast of vaudeville, or was it also an uncomfortable reminder of how deep the chasm still is
separating black and white America? In Racechanges: White Skin, Black Face in American Culture, Susan Gubar, who fundamentally changed the
way we think about women's literature as co-author of the acclaimed The Madwoman in the Attic, turns her attention to the incendiary issue
of race. Through a far-reaching exploration of the long overlooked legacy of minstrelsy--cross-racial impersonations or
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"racechanges"--throughout modern American film, fiction, poetry, painting, photography, and journalism, she documents the indebtedness of
"mainstream" artists to African-American culture, and explores the deeply conflicted psychology of white guilt. The fascinating
"racechanges" Gubar discusses include whites posing as blacks and blacks "passing" for white; blackface on white actors in The Jazz Singer,
Birth of a Nation, and other movies, as well as on the faces of black stage entertainers; African-American deployment of racechange imagery
during the Harlem Renaissance, including the poetry of Anne Spencer, the black-and-white prints of Richard Bruce Nugent, and the early work
of Zora Neale Hurston; white poets and novelists from Vachel Lindsay and Gertrude Stein to John Berryman and William Faulkner writing as if
they were black; white artists and writers fascinated by hypersexualized stereotypes of black men; and nightmares and visions of the
racechanged baby. Gubar shows that unlike African-Americans, who often are forced to adopt white masks to gain their rights, white people
have chosen racial masquerades, which range from mockery and mimicry to an evolving emphasis on inter-racial mutuality and mutability.
Drawing on a stunning array of illustrations, including paintings, film stills, computer graphics, and even magazine morphings, Racechanges
sheds new light on the persistent pervasiveness of racism and exciting aesthetic possibilities for lessening the distance between blacks
and whites.
For over forty years, John Hawkes has created fictions remarkable for their stylistic beauty and narrative experimentation. Rita Ferrari's
Innocence, Power, and the Novels of John Hawkes is an unprecedented exploration of Hawkes's sixteen novels and novellas.
Thomas's unfinished novel of a Welsh boy's adventures in London is accompanied by twenty short stories
A Western tall tale and a psychological thriller of stunning insight and depth, this is Hawkes' most ambitious work ever.

A porcelain doll lost during a hurricane on a pre-Civil War sugar plantation, Abigail Rose, in her own words, describes life in 19th
century Florida-through the long and worrisome War Between the States, frightening visits from enemy troops, near-misses with local
Indians, and a chance encounter with a fugitive. The Adventures of Abigail Rose - Ida Patten's Antebellum Doll, as historical fiction, will
entertain readers while candidly detailing but a brief moment in history. Intended for children ages 8 to 108, this book is a delightful
read for the whole family. Additional materials include a detailed Epilogue, Glossary, Study Guide, and more. The proceeds from the sale of
this book will go toward upkeep and restoration of the historic Patten House (built in 1895), on the Gamble Mansion property in Ellenton,
Florida.
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